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Dora DillerDora DillerDora DillerDora Diller    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

“My stomach's full of butterflies!” 
lamented Dora Diller. 

Her mother sighed. “That's no surprise, 
you ate a caterpillar!” 
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I’ve Got an ItchI’ve Got an ItchI’ve Got an ItchI’ve Got an Itch    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

I’ve got an itch, a wretched itch, 
no other itch could match it, 

it itches in the one spot which 

I cannot reach, to scratch it. 
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Stop Sniffling!Stop Sniffling!Stop Sniffling!Stop Sniffling!    
Bruce Lansky 

 

If you should have the sniffles, 

you’d better blow your nose.  
Because if you should go “Achoo!” 

you’ll mess up all your clothes. 
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Tummy BubbleTummy BubbleTummy BubbleTummy Bubble    
Bruce Lansky 

 

A burp is just a bubble 

that forms inside your tum. 

But if it goes the other way, 

say nothing, just play dumb. 
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SnowballSnowballSnowballSnowball    
Shel Silverstein 

 

I made myself a snowball 

As perfect as could be. 

I thought I’d keep it as a pet 
And let it sleep with me. 

I made it some pajamas 

And a pillow for its head. 

Then last night it ran away, 

But first - it wet the bed. 
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Plugging inPlugging inPlugging inPlugging in    
Shel Silverstein 

 

Peg plugged in her ‘lectric toothbrush, 
Mitch plugged in his steel guitar, 

Rick plugged in his CD player, 

Liz plugged in her VCR. 

Mom plugged in her ‘lectric blanket, 
Pop plugged in the TV fights, 

I plugged in my blower-dryer - 

Hey! Who turned out all the lights? 
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My Underdog is OverweightMy Underdog is OverweightMy Underdog is OverweightMy Underdog is Overweight    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

My underdog is overweight,  

he has an underbite,  

he tends to tunnel underground  

and stay there overnight.  

 

That overactive underdog  

is often hard to bear...  

he overate my overcoat  

and all my underwear. 
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News BriefNews BriefNews BriefNews Brief    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

A defiant flock of pigeons 

caused a minor episode 

by obstructing local traffic 

on a secondary road. 

 

When the sheriff trid to move them, 

they irreverently crowed, 

so he radioed a tow truck 

and had every pigeon towed. 
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Noisy, NoisyNoisy, NoisyNoisy, NoisyNoisy, Noisy    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

It’s noisy, noisy overhead, 
the birds are winging south, 

and every bird is opening 

a noisy, noisy mouth. 

 

They fill the air with loud complaint, 

they honk and quack and squawk – 

they do not feel like flying, 

but it’s much too far to walk. 
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Ah! A Monster’s Lot Is MerryAh! A Monster’s Lot Is MerryAh! A Monster’s Lot Is MerryAh! A Monster’s Lot Is Merry    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Ah! A monster’s lot is merry 
In the melancholy swamp, 

Here I’m free to be offensive, 

Free to frolic, free to romp, 

What a lark it is to muddle 

In the middle of the murk, 

Making nauseating noises, 

Driving birds a bit berserk. 
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It’s raining pigs and noodlesIt’s raining pigs and noodlesIt’s raining pigs and noodlesIt’s raining pigs and noodles    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

It’s raining pigs and noodles , 

it’s pouring frogs and hats , 
chrysanthemums and poodles , 

bananas, brooms, and cats . 

Assorted prunes and parrots  

are dropping from the sky , 

here comes a bunch of carrots,  

some hippopotami. 

 

Its raining pens and pickles, 

and eggs and silverware. 

A flood of figs and nickels  

is falling through the air.  

I see a swan, a sweater,  

a clock, a model train - 

I like it so much better  

then when it’s raining rain. 
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My dog may be a geniusMy dog may be a geniusMy dog may be a geniusMy dog may be a genius    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

My dog may be a genius, 

and in fact there’s little doubt. 

He recognizes many words, 

unless I spell them out. 

If I so much as whisper “walk,” 

he hurries off at once 

to fetch his leashGit’s evident 

my dog is not a dunce. 

I can’t say “food” in front of him, 
I spell f-o-o-d, 

and he goes wild unless I spell 

his t-r-e-a-t. 

But recently this tactic 

isn’t working out too well. 
I think my d-o-g has learned 

to s-p-e-l-l. 
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Two Penguins Once CollidedTwo Penguins Once CollidedTwo Penguins Once CollidedTwo Penguins Once Collided    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Two penguins once collided – 

Both were in a nasty mood 

And quickly started bickering… 

They were extremely rude. 

 

Those penguins argued on and on 

Without an interlude, 

And that was the beginning 

Of their famous frozen feud. 
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The ZeenaleensThe ZeenaleensThe ZeenaleensThe Zeenaleens    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

The Zeenaleens are fond of beans 

and often eat a pound. 

It isn’t very difficult 
to tell when they’re around. 

 

If they are in your neighborhood, 

you’re guaranteed to find them. 
It’s best to meet them face to face – 

don’t ever stand behind them. 
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We’re four ferocious tigersWe’re four ferocious tigersWe’re four ferocious tigersWe’re four ferocious tigers    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

We're four ferocious tigers,  
at least that's what we seem, 

our claws are at the ready, 

our sharp incisors gleam, 

we're quite intimidating, 
our stare will make you blink, 

our roar will make you shiver, 

at least, that's what we think. 

We're four ferocious tigers, 

at least, that's why we hear, 
our ominous demeanor 

will chill your atmosphere, 

and yet you need not fear us, 

don't scream and run away, 
we only eat spaghetti, 

at least, that's what we say. 
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No More WaterNo More WaterNo More WaterNo More Water    
Kenn Nesbitt 

 

Both my parents told me not to, 

but I did it anyway. 

Now our water tank is empty, 

and the well ran dry today. 

Not a drop is in the reservoir. 

The lake’s completely dry. 
Everybody’s getting thirstier 

and I’m the reason why. 
All the rivers are depleted. 

All the streams no longer flow. 

All the seas and all the oceans 

are devoid of H2O. 

No, there isn’t any water,  
not a drop is left to drink, 

’cause I left the faucet running, 
and it all went down the sink. 
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Last Night I Dreamed of ChickensLast Night I Dreamed of ChickensLast Night I Dreamed of ChickensLast Night I Dreamed of Chickens    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Last night I dreamed of chickens, 

there were chickens everywhere, 

they were standing on my stomach, 

they were nesting in my hair, 

they were pecking at my pillow, 

they were hopping on my head, 

they were ruffling up their feathers 

as they raced about my bed. 

 

They were on the chairs and tables, 

they were on the chandeliers, 

they were roosting in the corners, 

they were clucking in my ears, 

there were chickens, chickens, chickens 

for as far as I could see... 

when I woke today, I noticed 

there were eggs on top of me. 
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The Chicken ClubThe Chicken ClubThe Chicken ClubThe Chicken Club    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

We are members in good standing 

of the Chicken Club, and yes, 

we confess we all are chicken, 

though you probably could guess. 

We are frightened of our shadows, 

of our own reflections too, 

and we shriek and run for cover 

when we hear a sudden “Boo!” 

 

We are terrified of thunder, 

and we scramble at the sound. 

We are scared of tiny creatures 

in the air and on the ground. 

We are jittery and jumpy, 

so afraid of many things, 

that we’ve even started clucking, 
and we’re sprouting chicken wings. 
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Super Samson SimpsonSuper Samson SimpsonSuper Samson SimpsonSuper Samson Simpson    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

I am Super Samson Simpson, 

I'm superlatively strong, 
I like to carry elephants, 

I do it all day long, 

I pick up half a dozen 

and hoist them in the air, 

it's really somewhat simple, 

for I have strength to spare. 

 

My muscles are enormous, 

they bulge from top to toe, 

and when I carry elephants, 

they ripple to and fro, 

but I am not the strongest 

in the Simpson family, 

for when I carry elephants, 

my grandma carries me. 
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An EAn EAn EAn Early Worm Got out of Bedarly Worm Got out of Bedarly Worm Got out of Bedarly Worm Got out of Bed    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

An early worm got out of bed 

and murmured, “I feel mean! 

I’ll put my darkest glasses on, 
I’ll paint myself bright green. 

 

“I’ll dress up in my wildest wig, 
the one with purple bangs, 

I’ll also wear a pair of horns 
and artificial fangs.” 

 

That early worm poked up its head, 

which looked a perfect fright, 

an early bird observed that worm 

and lost its appetite. 
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My ElephantMy ElephantMy ElephantMy Elephant    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

My elephant is different, 

Than most elephants I meet. 

Its ears are short and fuzzy, 

It has feathers on its feet. 

 

It’s scaly like a lizard 
And it’s furry like a skunk, 
It sports a sort of auger 

Where there ought to be a trunk. 

It doesn’t much resemble 

Other elephants I find, 

Its tail is like a mushroom 

On its tiny blue behind. 

It cackles like a chicken 

And it’s fourteen inches tall, 

Some times I think my elephant’s 
No elephant at all. 
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The VisitorThe VisitorThe VisitorThe Visitor    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

it came today to visit 

and moved into the house 

it was smaller than an elephant 

but larger than a mouse 

 

first it slapped my sister 

then it kicked my dad 

then it pushed my mother 

oh! that really made me mad 

 

it went and tickled rover 

and terrified the cat 

it sliced apart my necktie 

and rudely crushed my hat 

 

it smeared my head with honey 

and filled the tub with rocks 

and when i yelled in anger 

it stole my shoes and socks 

 

that's just the way it happened 
it happened all today 

before it bowed politely 

and softly went away 
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A Pizza the Size of the SunA Pizza the Size of the SunA Pizza the Size of the SunA Pizza the Size of the Sun    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

I'm making a pizza the size of the sun, 
a pizza that's sure to weigh more than a ton, 

a pizza too massive to pick up and toss, 

a pizza resplendent with oceans of sauce. 

 

I'm topping my pizza with mountains of cheese, 
with acres of peppers, pimentos, and peas, 

with mushrooms, tomatoes, and sausage galore, 

with every last olive they had at the store. 

 

My pizza is sure to be one of a kind, 

my pizza will leave other pizzas behind, 

my pizza will be a delectable treat, 

that all who love pizza are welcome to eat. 

 

The oven is hot, I believe it will take 

a year and a half for my pizza to bake. 

I can hardly wait til my pizza is done, 

my wonderful pizza the size of the sun. 
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Why Do I Have To Clean My RoomWhy Do I Have To Clean My RoomWhy Do I Have To Clean My RoomWhy Do I Have To Clean My Room    

Jack Prelutsky 

 

Why do I have to clean my room  

when I would rather play?  

The crayons scattered on the floor  

are hardly in the way.  

I almost never trip upon  

my basketball or drums,  

and I don't pay attention  
to cake and cookie crumbs.  

 

Why do I have to clean my room?  

I think my room looks nice.  

There's pizza in the corner,  
but it's only half a slice.  

I'm not at all concerned about  

the gravy on the chair,  

my piles of model planes and trains,  

my stacks of underwear.  

 

I will admit some bits of clay  

are sticking to the wall.  

I scarcely even notice them  

and do not mind at all.  

Beneath my bed there's just a wedge  
of last weeks apple pie,  

and yet I have to clean my room ...  

I simply don't know why. 
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SnilliesSnilliesSnilliesSnillies    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

In the middle of a lily, 

If you’re fortunate, you’ll find 
Little Snillies, dim and silly, 

Not a one has any mind. 

 

Snillies move in mass confusion, 

Hopping here and skipping there, 

Yet they reach no firm conclusion, 

Though at times they stop and stare. 

 

Snillies fail to eat their dinner, 

Snillies let their lunch slip by, 

Every day they’re growing thinner, 
Yet they can’t imagine why. 
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Rules to Live By Rules to Live By Rules to Live By Rules to Live By  
Linda Knaus 

 

Never hug a porcupine 

or you'll get stuck with quills. 
Never kiss a duck cuz they 

have rough and scratchy bills. 

 

Never dine with pigs as they 

can be a trifle rude. 

They're the sort who grunt and snort 
and hate to share their food. 

 

Never swim with sharks or you 

may end up as dessert. 

Never dress a hippo up 

in trousers and a shirt. 

 

Never teach a parrot to 

sing Christmas songs in June. 

Never let a kitten sharpen 

claws on your balloon. 

 

Never let a snake curl up 

inside your mother's purse, 
or they'll be taking mom away 

inside a big black hearse. 
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Never feed an earthworm 

T-bone steak and baked potato. 

Never let an elephant 

sit on a ripe tomato. 

 

Never let a chimpanzee 

use grandma's water pic. 
Never call a turkey Walter, 

if his name is Dick. 

 

Never trust a puppy not 

to tinkle in your shoe. 

Never tell an owl it should 

be whoom instead of whoo. 

 

Never let an alligator 

sit with you in school. 

(Teachers tend to frown upon it, 
as a general rule.) 

 

Never take your goldfish in 

to bed with you at night. 

Never tell a polar bear 

he shouldn't wear all white. 

 

Never tease a tiger; 

never pet a skunk. 

Never lose these rules, my friend. 

Or you'll be really sunk. 
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I'b God a Code I'b God a Code I'b God a Code I'b God a Code  
Kenn Nesbitt 

 

"I'b sick," I pout ad blow my doze. 

"I'b misseeg all by favorite shows. 
I hab to stay id bed, you see. 

My mob wode led me watch TB. 

She breegs me chicked soup ad says 

that I should try to get sub rest. 

Bud I'b too bored ad icky feeleeg, 
tired of stareeg ad the ceiling, 

achy, cougheeg, stuffed up, too. 

Bud thaks for askeeg. How are you?" 
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Greedy DogGreedy DogGreedy DogGreedy Dog    
James Hurley 

 

This dog will eat anything 

Apple cores and bacon fat, 

Milk you poured out for the cat. 

He likes the string that ties the roast, 

And relishes hot buttered toast. 

Hide your chocolates! He’s a thief, 
He’ll even eat your handkerchief. 

And if you don’t like sudden shocks, 
Carefully conceal your socks. 

Leave some soup without the lid, 

And you’ll wish you never did. 
When you think he must be full, 

You find him gobbling bits of wool, 

Orange peel or paper bags, 

Dusters and old cleaning rags. 

This dog will eat anything. 

Except for mushrooms and cucumber. 

Now what are wrong with those I wonder? 
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Be Glad Your Nose is on Your FaceBe Glad Your Nose is on Your FaceBe Glad Your Nose is on Your FaceBe Glad Your Nose is on Your Face    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Be glad your nose is on your face, 

not pasted on some other place, 

for if it were where it is not, 

you might dislike your nose a lot. 

 

Imagine if your precious nose 

were sandwiched in between your toes, 

that clearly would not be a treat, 

for you'd be forced to smell your feet. 

 

Your nose would be a source of dread 

were it attached atop your head, 

it soon would drive you to despair, 

forever tickled by your hair. 

 

Within your ear, your nose would be 

an absolute catastrophe, 

for when you were obliged to sneeze, 

your brain would rattle from the breeze. 

 

Your nose, instead, through thick and thin, 

remains between your eyes and chin, 

not pasted on some other place-- 

be glad your nose is on your face! 
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I am ThankfulI am ThankfulI am ThankfulI am Thankful    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

I am thankful for my Baseball bat 

I cracked It yesterday 

I am thankful for my chess set 

I haven't learned to play 
I am thankful for my mittens 

one is missing in the snow 

I am thankful for my hamsters  

they escaped a month ago 

I am thankful for my basketball 

it sprung another leak  

I am thankful for my parakeet 

It bit me twice last week 

I am thankful for my bicycle  

I crashed into a tree 

I am thankful for my roller blades  

I fell and scratched my knee 

I am thankful for my model plane 

It's in a dozen parts 
I am thankful for my target game  

I am sure I will find the parts 

I am thankful for my bathing suit 

It came off in the river 

I am thankful for so many things 

except, of course for LIVER!!!! 
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Stomach Ache SupremeStomach Ache SupremeStomach Ache SupremeStomach Ache Supreme    
Geraldine Nicholas 

 

If Mother asks you to make supper, 

Don't protest, pout or scream. 

You can use my favourite recipe 

Called "Stomach Ache Supreme." 

 

Get ice cream from the freezer, 

Put it in a baking dish, 

Pour some chocolate syrup on it 

With a can of tuna fish. 

 

Sprinkle it with chocolate chips, 

Some salt and pepper too. 

Dump a blob of honey on the top, 

Now there's a "treat" for you! 
 

Spread peanut butter on it, 

Add cinnamon to taste. 

Garnish it with spinach 

And a jar of almond paste. 

 

Place it in the oven 

And bake it for a while. 

Then serve it to your family, 

But don't forget a smile! 

 

Give them heaping helpings, 

Expect some stomach pain. 

They'll never, never want you 
To ever cook again! 
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Too Many DavesToo Many DavesToo Many DavesToo Many Daves 
Dr. Seuss (Theodore Geisel) 

 

Did I ever tell you that Mrs. McCave 

Had twenty-three sons and she named them all Dave? 

Well, she did. And that wasn’t a smart thing to do. 
You see, when she wants one and calls out, “Yoo-Hoo! 

Come into the house, Dave!” she doesn’t get one. 
All twenty-three Daves of hers come on the run! 

This makes things quite difficult at the McCaves’ 
As you can imagine, with so many Daves. 

And often she wishes that, when they were born, 

She had named one of them Bodkin Van Horn 

And one of them Hoos-Foos. And one of them Snimm. 

And one of them Hot-Shot. And one Sunny Jim. 

And one of them Shadrack. And one of them Blinkey. 

And one of them Stuffy. And one of them Stinkey. 

Another one Putt-Putt. Another one Moon Face. 

Another one Marvin O’Gravel Balloon Face. 

And one of them Ziggy. And one Soggy Muff. 

One Buffalo Bill. And one Biffalo Buff. 

And one of them Sneepy. And one Weepy Weed. 

And one Paris Garters. And one Harris Tweed. 

And one of them Sir Michael Carmichael Zutt 

And one of them Oliver Boliver Butt 

And one of them Zanzibar Buck-Buck McFate … 

But she didn’t do it. And now it’s too late. 
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Norman NortonNorman NortonNorman NortonNorman Norton's Nostrils's Nostrils's Nostrils's Nostrils 
Colin West 

 

Oh, Norman Norton's nostrils  

Are powerful and strong;  

Hold on to your belongings 

If he should come along. 

And do not ever let him 

Inhale with all his might, 

Or else your pens and pencils 

Will disappear from sight. 

Right up his nose they'll vanish;  
Your future will be black.  

Unless he gets the sneezes,  

You'll never get them back! 
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Euphonica JarreEuphonica JarreEuphonica JarreEuphonica Jarre    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Euphonica Jarre has a voice that’s bizarre, 
But Euphonica warbles all day, 

As windowpanes shatter and chefs spoil the batter 

And mannequins moan with dismay. 

 

Mighty ships run aground at her horrible sound, 

Pretty pictures fall out of their frames, 

Tress drop off their branches, 

Rocks start avalanches, 

And flower beds burst into flames. 

 

When she opens her mouth, even eagles head south, 

Little fish truly wish they could drown, 

The buzzards all hover, as tigers take cover, 

And rats pack their bags and leave town. 

 

Milk turns into butter and butterflies mutter 

And bees look for something to sting, 

Pigs peel off their skins, a tornado begins 

When Euphonica Jarre starts to sing. 
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As Soon as Fred Gets Out of BedAs Soon as Fred Gets Out of BedAs Soon as Fred Gets Out of BedAs Soon as Fred Gets Out of Bed    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

As soon as Fred gets out of bed, 

his underwear goes on his head. 

His mother laughs, "Don't put it there, 
a head's no place for underwear!" 
But near his ears, above his brains, 

is where Fred's underwear remains. 

 

At night when Fred goes back to bed, 

he deftly plucks it off his head. 

His mother switches off the light 

and softly croons, "Good night! Good night!" 

And then, for reasons no one knows, 

Fred's underwear goes on his toes. 
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Granny GrizerGranny GrizerGranny GrizerGranny Grizer    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Granny Grizer, greedy miser, 

Is immeasurably mean, 

If she sees that you are hungry, 

She won’t offer you a bean, 
She’s so absolutely selfish, 
She’d deny a dog a bone, 

If she owned a million mountains, 

No one else would have  a stone. 

 

She would charge you for her shadow, 

She would charge you for a splinter, 

She would charge you for a snowflake 

In the middle of the winter, 

For she clings to every nickel, 

Every button, every crumb, 

Granny Grizer, greedy miser, 

Is as stingy as they come. 
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Bleezer's Ice CreamBleezer's Ice CreamBleezer's Ice CreamBleezer's Ice Cream    

Jack Prelutsky 

 

I am Ebenezer Bleezer, 

I run BLEEZER'S ICE CREAM STORE, 

there are flavors in my freezer 

you have never seen before, 

twenty-eight divine creations 

too delicious to resist, 

why not do yourself a favor, 

try the flavors on my list: 

 

COCOA MOCHA MACARONI 

TAPIOCA SMOKED BALONEY 

CHECKERBERRY CHEDDAR CHEW 

CHICKEN CHERRY HONEYDEW 

TUTTI-FRUTTI STEWED TOMATO 

TUNA TACO BAKED POTATO 

LOBSTER LITCHI LIMA BEAN 

MOZZARELLA MANGOSTEEN 

ALMOND HAM MERINGUE SALAMI 

YAM ANCHOVY PRUNE PASTRAMI 

SASSAFRAS SOUVLAKI HASH 

SUKIYAKI SUCCOTASH 

BUTTER BRICKLE PEPPER PICKLE 

POMEGRANATE PUMPERNICKEL 

PEACH PIMENTO PIZZA PLUM 

PEANUT PUMPKIN BUBBLEGUM 

BROCCOLI BANANA BLUSTER 

CHOCOLATE CHOP SUEY CLUSTER 

AVOCADO BRUSSELS SPROUT 

PERIWINKLE SAUERKRAUT 
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COTTON CANDY CARROT CUSTARD 

CAULIFLOWER COLA MUSTARD 

ONION DUMPLING DOUBLE DIP 

TURNIP TRUFFLE TRIPLE FLIP 

GARLIC GUMBO GRAVY GUAVA 

LENTIL LEMON LIVER LAVA 

ORANGE OLIVE BAGEL BEET 

WATERMELON WAFFLE WHEAT 

 

I am Ebenezer Bleezer, 

I run BLEEZER'S ICE CREAM STORE, 

taste a flavor from my freezer, 

you will surely ask for more. 
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Nine MiceNine MiceNine MiceNine Mice    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Nine mice on tiny tricycles 

Went riding on the ice, 

They rode in spite of warning signs, 

They rode despite advice. 

 

The signs were right, the ice was thin, 

In half a trice, the mice fell in, 

And from their chins down to their toes, 

Those mice entirely froze. 

 

Nine mindless mice, who paid the price, 

Are thawing slowly by the ice, 

Still sitting on their tricycles 

… nine white and shiny micicles! 
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Clara CleechClara CleechClara CleechClara Cleech    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

The poorest juggler ever seen 

was clumsy Clara Cleech, 

who juggled a bean, a nectarine, 

a pumpkin, and a peach. 

 

She juggled a stone, a slide trombone, 

A celery stalk, a stick, 

A seeded roll, a salad bowl, 

A bagel, a boot, a brick. 

 

With relative ease she juggled a cheese, 

She juggled a lock, a lime, 

Yes, Clara juggled all of these 

… but just one at a time. 
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I wonder why dad is so thoroughlyI wonder why dad is so thoroughlyI wonder why dad is so thoroughlyI wonder why dad is so thoroughly mad mad mad mad    

Jack Prelutsky 

 

I wonder why Dad is so thoroughly mad, 

I can’t understand it at all, 

unless it’s the bee still afloat in his tea, 

or his underwear, pinned to the wall. 

 

Perhaps it’s they dye on his favorite tie, 
or the mousetrap that snapped in his shoe, 

or the pipeful of gum that he found with his thumb, 

or the toilet, sealed tightly with glue. 

 

It can’t be the bread crumbled up in his bed, 
or the slugs someone left in the hall, 

I wonder why Dad is so thoroughly mad, 

I can’t understand it at all. 
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Alligators Are UnfriendlyAlligators Are UnfriendlyAlligators Are UnfriendlyAlligators Are Unfriendly    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Alligators are unfriendly, 

they are easily upset, 

I suspect that I would never 

care to have one for a pet. 

Oh, I know they do not bellow, 

and I think they do not shed, 

but I’d probably be nervous 
if I had one in my bed. 

 

Alligators are not clever, 

they are something of a bore, 

they can’t heel or catch a Frisbee, 
they don’t greet you at the door, 

for their courtesy is lacking, 

and their tempers are not sweet, 

they won’t even fetch your slippers 
… though they just might eat your feet. 
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Drumpp the GrumpDrumpp the GrumpDrumpp the GrumpDrumpp the Grump    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

I’m Drumpp, the grump of the garbage dump, 
I’m a contradictory cuss, 

I’m grubby and gruff, and just as rough 
as an old rhinoceros. 

 

I never wash, and like to squash 

my fingers into worms, 

I’m full of fleas and smelly cheese 
and fifty million germs. 

 

I swallow food before it’s chewed, 

I belch an awful lot, 

I smell like a goat, and wear a coat 

That swarms with slime and rot. 

 

I’m mean as a bear that’s burned his hair, 

I’ve nothing nice to say, 
I don’t like you … or you … or YOU! 

You’d better go away. 
 

I’m Drumpp, the grump of the garbage dump, 
I’m hard as a battering ram, 

But I want you to know before you go … 

I LIKE THE WAY I AM! 
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I am running in a circleI am running in a circleI am running in a circleI am running in a circle    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

I am running in a circle 

and my feet are getting sore, 

and my head is 

spinning 

spinning 

as it’s never spun before, 
I am 

dizzy 

dizzy 

dizzy. 

Oh! I cannot bear much more, 

I am trapped in a 

revolving 

… volving 

… volving 

… volving door! 
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Do OystDo OystDo OystDo Oysters Sneeze?ers Sneeze?ers Sneeze?ers Sneeze?    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Do oysters sneeze beneath the seas, 

or wiggle to and fro, 

or sulk, or smile, or dance awhile 

G how can we ever know? 

 

Do oysters yawn when roused at dawn, 

and do they ever weep, 

and can we tell, when, it its shell, 

an oyster is asleep? 
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Mabel, Remarkable MabelMabel, Remarkable MabelMabel, Remarkable MabelMabel, Remarkable Mabel    
Jack Prelutsky 

 

Oh, Mabel, remarkable Mabel, 

your dining demeanor is queer, 

you eat with your feet on the table, 

while a teaspoon sticks out of your ear. 

 

Your mouth opens wide and then wider, 

as you shovel six hamburgers in, 

your elbows are dripping with cider, 

there is mustard all over your chin. 

 

In your lap lies a lump of linguine, 

your toes cling to slices of bread, 

your knees balance pounds of zucchini, 

there’s pudding on top of your head. 
 

Your nose is spread thickly with butter, 

your shoulders hold pickles in brine. 

Oh, Mabel, you may make me mutter, 

but it’s wonderful watching you dine. 
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Betsy Burped the ABC’sBetsy Burped the ABC’sBetsy Burped the ABC’sBetsy Burped the ABC’s    
Kenn Nesbitt 

 

Betsy burped the ABCs,  

and Thomas popped his toes. 

Andrew sang “Amazing Grace” 

with hot dogs in his nose. 

Michael dropped the microphone. 

It bounced and banged a beat. 

Caroline confirmed how many 

oysters she could eat. 

Jacob juggled seven eggs 

and dropped them on his head. 

Peg performed a poem 

with the hiccups as she read. 

Clapping, whooping, shouting, 

we screamed, “Encore!” and “Bravo!” 

Truly, that was one amazing 

student talent show. 
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MannersMannersMannersManners    
Bruce Lansky 

 

Manners are useless.  

Take my advice. 

Always act rudely. 

Never be nice. 

Eat with your fingers, 

not with a fork. 

Don’t use a napkin. 
Why be a dork? 

Don’t change your clothing. 
Dress like a bum. 

Don’t do your homework. 
Try to act dumb. 

Never say, “Thank you.”  

Never say, “Please.”  

Don’t say, “I’m sorry.”  
It’s better to tease. 

If you remember  

to do what I say,  

you’ll have no more friends  

when you call them to play. 
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Mary Had Some Bubble GumMary Had Some Bubble GumMary Had Some Bubble GumMary Had Some Bubble Gum    

Anonymous 

 

Mary had some bubble gum. 

She chewed it long and slow, 

And everywhere that Mary went 

Her gum was sure to blow.  

She chewed the gum in school one day, 

Which was against the rule. 

The teacher took her pack away 

And chewed it after school. 
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Mind Your MannersMind Your MannersMind Your MannersMind Your Manners    
Bruce Lansky 

 

Don’t drum on the table. 

Don’t play with your food. 
Don’t talk while you’re chewing; 

it’s terribly rude. 
Don’t leave the fridge open. 

Don’t slam the screen door. 

Don’t throw dirty laundry 
all over the floor. 

Don’t fight with your brother. 
Don’t pull the cat’s tail. 

Don’t open your big sister’s 
personal mail. 

Don’t pester your parents. 
Don’t stick out your tongue. 

Don’t do what your parents did 

when they were young. 
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Molly PetersMolly PetersMolly PetersMolly Peters    
Bill Dodds 

 

Little Molly Peters 

stuck her finger up her nose. 

She pulled it out, examined it, 

and wiped it on her clothes. 

Now Molly is a lovely girl, 

that’s really not the issue. 
But she will have no friends until 

she learns to use a tissue. 
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My Dog Has Got No MannersMy Dog Has Got No MannersMy Dog Has Got No MannersMy Dog Has Got No Manners    
Bruce Lansky 

 

My dog has got no manners. 

I think he’s very rude. 
He always whines at dinnertime 

while we are eating food. 

And when he’s feeling thirsty 
and wants to take a drink, 

he takes it from the toilet 

instead of from the sink. 

He never wears a pair of pants. 

He doesn’t wear a shirt. 

But worse, he will not shower 

to wash away the dirt. 

He’s not polite to strangers. 
He bites them on the rear. 

And when I’m on the telephone, 
he barks so I can’t hear. 

When I complained to Mommy, 

she said, "I thought you knew: 

the reason that his manners stink - 

he learns by watching you." 
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The Proper Way to EatThe Proper Way to EatThe Proper Way to EatThe Proper Way to Eat    

John Frank 

 

The way to eat your lunch meat  

is to roll it into tubes. 

The way to eat your Jell-O 

is to jiggle all the cubes. 

The way to eat your Swiss cheese 

is to nibble it like mice. 

The way to eat your water 

is to chew the chunks of ice. 

The way to eat your doughnut 

is to try to save the hole. 

The way to eat your ice cream 

is to overfill the bowl. 

The way to eat your pudding 

is to suck it through a straw. 

The way to eat your peanuts 

is to store them in your jaw. 

The way to eat your apple 

is to munch it like a hog. 

The way to eat your spinach  

is to feed it to your dog. 

The way to eat your noodles 

is in one unending slurp. 

The way to end your meal 

is with a record-breaking BURP. 
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Table MannersTable MannersTable MannersTable Manners    
Joan Horton 

 

If I were to make up the etiquette rules,  

it wouldn’t be too impolite 
to reach for the biggest dessert on the tray 

and gobble it down in one bite; 

to beat on my brother with drumsticks; 

eat corn on the cob with my toes; 

stand up on my chair and shout, “Food fight!” 

hang string beans right out of my nose. 

I’d say it’s okay to blow bubbles in milk; 
to dribble and slobber and slurp; 

to yackety-yak with my mouth full of food,  

then swallow and let out a burp. 

It wouldn’t be crude to bounce meatballs,  

to hide all the veggies I hate,  

stick bubble gum under the table, 

or lick all my fingers and plate. 

And after I made up the etiquette rules 

there’s one other thing I would do. 
Whenever my parents are eating, 

I’d make them obey the rules, too. 
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Uncle Dave's CarUncle Dave's CarUncle Dave's CarUncle Dave's Car    
Helen Ksypka 

 

I pleaded with my Uncle Dave  

to take us for a ride. 

My sisters grabbed a window seat.  

I sat right by his side. 

He zoomed across a garden 

and knocked some hedges down, 

then barreled over sidewalks 

in a busy part of town. 

He zipped along a winding roadG 

a siren made him stop. 

My uncle got a ticket from  

a very angry cop. 

At home our mother asked us, 

“Did all of you behave?” 

We answered her, “Of course we did.” 

(Except for Uncle Dave!) 
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The Curse of the FoulThe Curse of the FoulThe Curse of the FoulThe Curse of the Foul----Smelling ArmpitSmelling ArmpitSmelling ArmpitSmelling Armpit    
Trevor Harvey 

 

The curse of the foul-smelling armpit 

is the one thing it’s best to avoid; 
it’s a HORROR that lurks unsuspecting 

and has many a friendship destroyed.  

For people no longer stand near you - 

they throw back their heads in despair 

and rush away looking quite frantic, 

the shock is just TOO MUCH to bear! 

When questioned, nine out of ten people 

agreed they would much rather spend 

a night in a CREEPY OLD CASTLE 

than next to a ‘foul armpit’ friend! 
The president said in the White House, 

“It’s the very best WEAPON we’ve got! 
Much stronger than onions and garlic, 

or cabbages starting to rot!” 

If thousands of men with foul armpits 

could parachute down from the sky 

right onto an enemy army, 

they’d force them to curl up and die! 
No weapon could match this performance; 

we’d win without firing a gun! 
Defense cuts would run into BILLIONS - 

and fighting a war would be fun! 

 

To people with foul-smelling armpits 

the message is clear as can be: 

BUY A SPRAY and your friends will be glad that 

you don’t smell as grungy as me! 
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Willie the BurperWillie the BurperWillie the BurperWillie the Burper    
Bill Dodds 

 

Some kids can talk like Donald Duck,  

some kids know how to chirp. 

But Willie J. can swallow air 

and then rip off a burp. 

He’ll belch at home and in the car 

and at his grandma’s, too. 
His grandpa always laughs and says, 

“That’s what I used to do.” 

“It’s not my fault,” he tells his mom, 
“that they’re inside of me. 

I feel them run around down there 

and want to set them free.” 

It’s hard to say what causes this, 
but there’s no use to try. 
I wonder how a zillion burps 

fit in this little guy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


